
IMPACT EVALUATION REPORT
Program: Remedy Mission XIV
Location: Basra, Iraq
Dates: December 3 - December 15, 2012
Surgical Partners: International Childrenʼs Heart Foundation
Other Partners: Living Light International, Iraqi Ministry of Health
Surgeries Provided: 15
Cost Per Child: $207

We value each donor who gives to our work in Iraq. We hope to show how much we value our 
donors by displaying exaclty what their gifts helped us accomplish in Iraq - where it went, who it 
saved, and how it is continuing to impact Iraq months and years into the future.

This report was compiled by the Preemptive Love Coalition as a way to help our donors 
evaluate the impact of our Remedy Missions in Iraq. It contains the accomplishments but also 
the difficulties we run into each mission. Itʼs also a part of our ongoing efforts to lead with the 
highest standards of excellence and transparency. 

We hope youʼll find all that and more in this report. We welcome any questions and comments 
you may have. Please feel free to write us at info@preemptivelove.org if youʼd like to talk further 
about the impact of your dollar. 
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Summary
In the time between December 3 and December 15, 2012, the Preemptive Love Coalition (PLC) 
brought the International Childrenʼs Heart Foundation (ICHF) to Basra, Iraq - with the help of 
Living Light International (LLI) and the Ministry of Health for the Republic of Iraq - for our first 
round of training and surgeries aimed at long-term development of local cardiac care 
professionals in the city of Basra, Iraq.

Over the course of the two-week mission, we provided heart surgery to 15 children. The 
international team also worked to train local staff providing a cumulative of around 900 hours of 
hands-on training to doctors, engineers, technicians, and nurses that would not have otherwise 
been provided without this program.

The total monetary value of the mission contributed by all partners (including cash from foreign 
and local entities, in-kind material donations and in-kind volunteer services) was $257,803.

PLC was required to raise $93,118 in cash to cover all upfront costs except local 
accommodations. After all expenses were paid for with aid from our international donors, and 
upon the completion of all surgeries, the Iraqi Ministry of Health made a $90,000 contribution to 
the Preemptive Love Coalition, effectively reducing the total cash cost of the mission in aid from 
our international donors to $3,118, with a cost-per-child of only $207. 

It should also be noted that the said payment from the Iraqi Ministry of Health took nearly 1.5 
months to come through. This was far over due by our standards and we hope to avoid this in 
the future. 
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Our Patients
Patients were jointly selected by the local medical professionals and the international surgical 
team from a prepared list. Patients were selected variously on the basis of perceived urgency, 
time on the waiting list and suitability for an educational surgical candidate for the local team. 

Patient information is recorded for medical purposes on perfusion and anesthesia reports and 
recorded redundantly into PLCʼs own database. 

The following chart expresses the age of the patients who were selected to receive heart 
surgeries during Remedy Mission XIV. 

Risk Adjustment for Congenital Heart Surgery Score (RACHS-1) and 
Summary of Surgeries Performed

Each qualifying patient is assigned a RACHS-1 (Risk Adjustment for Congenital Heart 
Surgery) score. This scale allows physicians to rate the risks of mortality for patients 
undergoing corrective surgery for congenital heart defects. Based upon the type of defect(s) 
present, a score is assigned from 1 (the lowest risk of mortality) to 6 (the highest risk of 
mortality). The following chart summarizes relevant surgical data from Remedy Mission VIII 
and the number of patients assigned to each RACHS-1 score.

Mortalities

All pediatric heart surgeries in world class pediatric hospitals carry at least a 2-10% chance 
of mortality. As hospitals in Iraq are even less prepared for these complicated surgeries, they 
are susceptible to higher mortality rates. This, though, is why we are working in Iraq, 
pushing them closer to the standards of world class hospitals. Of course, the local and 
international teams do not merely accept these complications and mortalities. We publish 
our results precisely because we are constantly striving for public accountability and trying 
to attain greater levels of expertise and surgical perfection. We believe that your donations - 
and our claims of success - should be based on real data.
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Mortalities

There were zero in-hospital mortalities during the course of the mission.

Re-Operations
!
! Two children were operated on twice over the course of the mission.
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Training of Local Staff
This report will not attempt to make claims regarding the long-term, macro-development that 
was wrought through any single surgical mission. We will seek to address macro-development 
in annual program reports.

However, there are some quantitative data worth noting.

Remedy Mission XIV included 8 days of surgery in which the international medical team of 14 
professionals gave their time and expertise to develop the local surgical and ICU staff. The table 
below details the type of training the local staff received as well as the hourly totals.

Position
Cumulative 

Total Training 
Hours

Total for all Physician 192
1 Surgeon 64
1 Cardiologist 64
1 Intensivist 64

Total for all Technician 256
1 Anesthesiologist 64
2 Perfusionists 128
1 Respitory Therapist 64

Total for all Nurses 448
1 Scrub Nurse 64
6 ICU Nurses 384

Overall Total 896

 
We estimated that over the course of the entire mission we provided around 900 hours of 
hands-on training to doctors, engineers, technicians, and nurses that would not have otherwise 
been provided without this program.

These numbers are approximates based on the number of ICHF staff on the mission, the 
average of 8 hours daily multiplied by 8 days of surgery. Eight hours daily is a conservative 
number as shifts run 12 hours each and the ICU is staffed 24/7 from the beginning to the end of 
the mission, but we understand that with breaks and downtime, not every minute is spent 
training. We have observed though that ICHF staff take this part of their job very seriously and 
take advantage of every opportunity they have to teach the local doctors and nurses. 

This mission had only 8 days because of a late start. The team made up for it though by doing 
up to four surgeries in one day, spending well over 8 hours on those days in the OR. 
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Financials
In-Kind Donations of Supplies, Medications, Equipment, & Time

Each Remedy Mission lasts 14 days, including approximately 2-4 total days for travel, 8-10 
total days for surgery, and one day of rest mid-mission. During each mission, our 
international medical team of volunteers give their time and expertise to develop the local 
surgical and ICU staff.

The formula we use to calculate the in-kind value of the time volunteered is derived from the 
American International Health Alliance and the United States Agency for International 
Development. This is basically meant to show what it would cost to pay market value for 
these services as a means of understanding the cost/value ratio of our efforts in Iraq. This is 
merely an estimate and is not intended for any other purpose:

• Physicians & biomedical engineers = $1,275/day
• Nurses & technicians = $675/day

Total value of time donated by ICHF staff and volunteers = $139,275

• 3 Physicians/Engineers X 14 days X $1,275 = $53,550
• 11 Nurses/Technicians X 14 days X  $675 = $85,725

Beginning in 2012, the Ministry of Health began allocating $10,000 per mission as a stipend 
for medical supplies and disposables. Occassionally, the International Childrenʼs Heart 
Foundation (ICHF) contributes even more than the $10,000 stipend will cover. 

Total value medical supplies & equipment donated by ICHF above $10,000 stipend = $0

Total value of mission in medical supplies and time = $139,275

Financial Partners

Multiple organizations and individuals contribute to cover the total financial cost of each 
Remedy Mission. While PLC plays a vital role in coordinating, organizing, and executing 
each surgical mission, we have designed the program so that the majority of the necessary 
funds come from local, Iraqi sources. This financial report does not attempt to account for 
"indirect costs," such as the costs to local healthcare systems, the cost of a family to travel 
to the surgery site, the opportunity costs of lost income for families as they wait for surgery, 
etc.

The total cost for Remedy Mission XIV, including the hospitality expenses paid by the local 
government, was $118,528. PLC was required to raise $93,118 to cover all costs except 
local accommodations. After all expenses were covered in advance with aid from our 
international donors, and upon the completion of surgeries, the Iraqi Ministry of Health made 
a $90,000 contribution to the Preemptive Love Coalition, effectively reducing the total cash 
cost of the mission in aid from our international donors to $3,118.
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Breakdown of Expenses

The chart below shows how each dollar between November 19 and December 15, 2012 
was spent to cover the total cash needs of Remedy Mission XIV.

Expense Amount Donor Group

Airfare: ICHF Staff & Vols, 
PLC Staff

$36,432 PLC International Donors

Retainer to ICHF
for Surgical Labor‡ 

$50,000 PLC International Donors

Local Accommodations
(Food, Hotel, Transport)

$25,410† Health Directorate, Basra 
Province, the Republic of Iraq

Program Staff, Translation, 
Legal and Banking

$5,807 PLC International Donors

Program Communications/
Transportation

$196 PLC International Donors

Program Office Rent, 
Utilities and Supplies

$683 PLC International Donors

Total $118,528

‡ Some organizations demand a strictly volunteer team, but we are unaware of a model in which volunteers alone can run 
as many missions per year as we require. We accomplish our nationwide goals by paying to secure the personnel 
provided by ICHF.

† PLC was not privy to the exact amount spent on this item. Amount is derived from per diem recommendations by the 
United States Government for this area of Iraq.

!
! This report may include expenses related to other missions, either follow-up from the past or scouting for the future. 

! These reports are not audited and not meant to be legally binding documents. They are meant to be a near real-time 
! snapshot for donors to  see where and how their money was spent. Some expenses will continue to come in after this 
! report and will not be corrected until our annual report. 
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List of Donors for Remedy Mission XIV

Special thanks to the following donors that gave a total of $16,423 specifically to this 
project: 

Logan McAdams
Lindsay Pelascini
Angela Denton
Mariam Al-Shamma
Yeongil Ricky Kim
Laura Magoon
Chris Walker
Maria Pereda-Ramon
Maria Rosa Moran Malon
Robert Dahlhausen
Preston Fischer
Susan English
Kate Whitney
Brian Hayward
Jen Graham
Halat Sophie Askari
Chris Gonzalez
Charis Steffel
Ashley Spelce
Homam aini
Christopher Getto
Julie VanMater
Victoria Stapleton
Kristin Sain
Amy Byrd
Bryce Hays

Leon Green
Dana Ellis
Monique Ching
Matthew Graham
Lauren Sawyer
Angela Ferrara
Hannah Bekebrede
Erin Wilson
Ben Fisher
Brandon Rigg
Ruthanne Gough
Jack Gorman
Leon and Kim Verriere
Lyn Langenberg
Luc Hale
Mandy McNew
David Bohlen
Curtis Taylor
Virginia Davis
RJ and Addie Terhune
Mario and Angela Mattei
Eileen Johnston
One Dayʼs Wages
Camarillo Christian Church
Bryan College
Network for Good
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Preemptive Love Coalition provides financial management, assists with logistics, and 
oversees followthrough for each surgical mission. 

                                     

The International Childrenʼs Heart Foundation provides clinical and educational expertise 
for all things related to pediatric cardiac care and will consult on program development 

benchmarks. 

" " "                        
                                        
" " "            "        "        

                                                               

Living Light handles advanced planning with local authorities and hospitals involved for 
each mission, pursues new opportunities on behalf of the partnership, opens new doors 

among new constituents and acts as the in-country advisor. LLI does not handle any 
financial transactions, has no monetary responsibilities, and expects no 

reimbursements. Registered in Iraq, Reg. No 2K75358
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